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It occurred to him as well. “Aﬃrmative.” He glanced at Petrokovsky, who
shrugged oﬀ a series of laser hits along her left arm that left it sparking
and smoking along the shoulder. “Hunter Three, status?”
“Firm. He’s a determined bugger.”
“Keep his attention.” Nihjo triggered his full weapon spread at the
Wolverine across the meadow. Much of it missed, exploding trees and
rock closer to the Panther, but that was by design. Nihjo wanted that
Wolverine’s attention on him. The responding PPC blast that washed
across his torso told him what he needed to know. “Hunter Two, conﬁrm
Vega. Proceed.”
A shallow grunt was Rivenschild’s response as the Lightray’s icon shot
into action. Nihjo sidestepped to his right, ﬁring weapons at both the
Wolverine and Daishi. Petrokovsky’s Grand Titan took the brunt of another
blast from the Daishi; its right leg snapped at the knee and the massive
assault ’Mech shook the ground when it hit. Almost immediately its pilot
had it levering up on one arm, bringing weapons to bear.
A Gaelic war cry sounded, announcing Rivenschild’s entry into the
fray. His target tried to jump but the Lightray tackled the Panther just as it
started to rise, slamming the light BattleMech to the ground, its protruding PPC-arm snapping oﬀ at the shoulder. The Lightray stood, straddling
his fallen foe.
“Combine forces, stand down,” Nihjo called out across a general frequency. “You have no further reason to ﬁght today.” He watched as the
Daishi and Wolverine twisted and leveled all their deadly weapons at his
King Crab.
“This is Tai-sho Hohiro Kurita. I do not think you are in a position to
argue. We hold the advantage.”
Nihjo laughed heartily. “Au contraire, Lord Kurita. As you can clearly see
from your position”— Nihjo watched the Lightray lean down and pull
back its arm, the three-ﬁngered hand pulled into a steel ﬁst— “I have you
exactly where I want you. Tell your valiant samurai to stand down—or
my Venatori will introduce you to Dieron’s soil through the back of your
Panther’s head.”
A long sigh passed. “Well played, Blakist. My forces and I surrender.”
Within a minute the remaining two Combine ’Mechs powered down their
reactors. Nihjo sent the recall signal and a terse message to Precentor
Winningham: COME PICK UP YOUR MESS.
His messages acknowledged, Nihjo breathed a sigh of relief. He’d just
accomplished in a week what the regular Militia had failed for over two
months to do. He watched as the three Combine MechWarriors exited their
’Mechs and knelt in the meadow under the shadow of his King Crab.
“Konnichi-wa, Kurita-sama. Welcome to the new Dieron; we hope you
enjoy your stay.”

“Contact ahead, Hunter One.”
Adept Bryn Rivenschild’s quiet voice over the King Crab’s cockpit
speakers belied the tenseness of the situation currently unfolding around
Precentor Artur Nihjo. About time. “Is it our quarry?” Nihjo was a bit concerned; half his Level II was on the other side of the mountain. They might
as well have been half a world away.
Needle in a blasted haystack, Nihjo thought sourly. He hoped the information they’d pulled from their last “contact” was legit this time.
“Roger,” came Rivenschild’s curt reply. Nihjo recognized his subordinate’s tone; the battle was about to be joined. His stomach leaped--was
this ﬁnally the end? Throwing the throttle forward to its stops Nihjo jolted
the massive King Crab into a lumbering, forest-shaking run. The trees
shook from his assault machine’s passage.
Too many times in the last four days had their quarry eluded them.
Things would be diﬀerent today.
“Confirmed,” came Adept Candace Petrokovsky’s lilting voice. “Taking fire from a Daishi, two Panthers and a Wolverine.” A pause. “Daishi
fits the profile.”
Bingo. Nihjo smiled but then frowned. The King Crab stumbled slightly
as it lumbered through a copse of dense Tatsuyama cherry oaks, but Nihjo
shouldered the twisted giants aside and crested a small rise.
The valley ﬂoor lay a short distance below, straddled by the foothills
of two large mountains. The forest arced oﬀ to the left, wrapping upward into the low early-morning mist. A thunderous shower of dirt and
rock snared Nihjo’s gaze to the right; he saw the Daishi in a defensive
stance less than a kilometer away, colored beams intermittently connecting it to Petrokovsky’s Grand Titan. The Daishi’s color scheme was
scratched and faded, but familiar. Nihjo and his hunters had committed
it to memory; it was the famed ride of Hohiro Kurita, the heir of the
throne of the Draconis Combine.
He’s guarding something, Nihjo realized. The Daishi hadn’t moved, receiving the full onslaught of Petrokovsky’s arsenal as she marched steadily
forward. Barely visible beyond the massive Combine ‘Mech was a downed
and smoking Panther. Two other machines moved slowly along the tree
line away from the unfolding battle. The Wolverine turned toward Nihjo,
ﬁring its PPC and igniting a nearby cherry oak.
“Hunter Two, status.” Nihjo noted Rivenschild’s location oﬀ to his left.
His Lightray was stalking the two escaping Combine ’Mechs, forcing them
to move cautiously. If they broke and ran the Lightray could open them up
from head to waist through paper-thin rear armor.
“On station. Notice anything odd, One?”
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elcome to another in the series of Jihad Turning Points campaign books, designed to give players the opportunity to ﬁght in some
of the landmark conﬂicts of the Word of Blake’s Jihad.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools needed to ﬁght an inﬁnite
number of engagements on Dieron, while the Track section gives details on some of the larger and more pivotal battles of the planetary
struggle. The Track sections can be used with stand-alone games set during the Jihad era.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about Dieron. Included in this section you will ﬁnd terrain
tables broken into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the maps used in the tracks, or simply
as a guide to give you ideas of the types of terrain found on the world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain types,
environments and other rules that can be used to enhance your game experience. All players should agree whether or not to use any or
all of these features before play begins.
The Combatants section gives details on the units who participated in the conﬂict and can be used by players who wish to add
authenticity to their game. While the units who actually participated in the battles are noted, in most cases the numbers on each side are
left undetermined. This allows the players to pursue the tracks with diﬀerent forces as they wish. The rough ratio of forces on each side is
provided as a guideline. Players should feel free to balance the forces in each track as they see ﬁt, whether by battle value, tonnage, total
number of ’Mechs, or whatever else suits them. See the Chaos Campaign rules for further information on force building guidelines.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Unless otherwise
noted, the Recommended Forces use a 1:1 balance; what ratio used is agreed to by all players before force selection. Players wishing
to incorporate these tracks into their Chaos Campaign campaigns should use the Warchest Points (WP) listed in the brackets. Optional
points are awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the listed option. Objective points are cumulative as
they are achieved, unless otherwise noted.
The Annex section contains two oﬃcial Record Sheets: the Fire Moth Aletha, the preferred OmniMech conﬁguration of Clan Ghost Bear
Khan Aletha Kabrinski, commander of Alpha Galaxy; and the Kodiak Cale, the ﬁeld-built command ’Mech of Tai-sa Cale Schultz-Tanaka of
the Second Dieron Regulars.
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BADLANDS

URBAN TERRAIN

MOUNTAIN

DIERON MAPSHEETS TABLE

A large and thriving planet during the ﬁrst Star League, Dieron was a major administrative center for the Star League Army. With several factories and facilities dedicated
to building billions of tons of electronics for the Terran Hegemony and its forces it was a
ripe jewel to be picked when the Star League collapsed and the Combine quickly seized
the planet. They discovered, however, that the world had suﬀered severely during and
after the war to remove Stefan Amaris from power; the Star League Army had eﬀectively
stripped the planet of nearly everything of worth. Nonetheless, the Combine quickly
utilized the shells of Dieron’s deep mountain factories and forges and slowly built the
world into a thriving industrial powerhouse.
While considered a cramped world by many due to the limited space available in
the narrow valleys between the planet’s huge mountain ranges, the prestige of being
a military district capital more than made up for the harsh conditions. Even with constant low-level earthquakes, cramped living space, and occasional political dissent, the
Dieronese are a content people, not much caring whose ﬂag is ﬂying over their world as
long as their masters take care of them. The citizenry is quite protective of their world;
even after centuries under Kurita rule, many locals still refer to locations and cities by
their original colonial names, often ignoring the oﬃcially-sanctioned Kuritan ones. The
practice causes confusion to visiting dignitaries and endless amusement to the locals.
Mataeo is the largest continent, covering nearly 40% of the planet’s surface. The smaller,
southern land mass Voltenna is more of a large island in the planet’s lone ocean. Predominately a mountainous world, Dieron is rich in natural minerals and ores. Several deep mine
networks dot the bulk of the Scales of the Dragonet, the longest mountain chain on the
planet. It stretches from the small northern polar continent of Wennisaka deep into the
southern equatorial region of Mataeo. Nestled in the long, shallow Sükhbaatar Valley was
the capital, San Martín. Once a crawling metropolis that straddled the cliﬀs on both sides
of the Kazakh river the city has suﬀered the most from the recent ﬁghting that liberated
the system; several landslides dropped nearly a quarter of the southern portion of the
capital to the valley ﬂoor. A temporary capital has been established in the smaller city of
Tahlwynn at the heart of the Loretta-Argus mountain basin.
Fortress Dieron, a massive Star League fortress that occupies most of Mount Shanyu’s
summit, is the new center of Dieron’s military power after the destruction of the Dragon’s
Roost on nearby Tatsuyama Mountain. The Roost, more of a glamorized Star League bunker complex that housed the Dieron District’s lavish headquarters and governor’s palace,
was vaporized from orbit in the initial Blakist invasion.
Until the recent occupation only a portion of Fortress Dieron was being utilized. Most
of it had been closed since the Star League Army had abandoned the Inner Sphere.
Part of the massive complex was designated Fort Winston by the Eridani Light Horse
garrison, a name that did not stick with the locals. When the Blakists took over, they
unlocked the upper portions of the facility and upgraded previously-unknown defenses.
Fortress Dieron remains fully operational despite the massive damage it sustained during Dieron’s liberation; its secrets are still being catalogued by the ISF and O5P and are
closed to anyone without Black Secret access.
The continent-spanning Atacama Desert girdles much of Dieron’s equator. The gray
volcanic sand hides numerous chasms and sinkholes, many of which are old Star League
exploratory mines. A series of large lakes crisscrosses a large portion of the Atacama,
connected to each other by the fast-ﬂowing Khoomei River—so named from the constant low rumble of the river as it runs from the top of the Chiloe mountain range to
the Tibet Ocean, an elevation change of 12,587 meters. Most of Dieron’s cultural and
administrative centers reside in the valleys and ridges along the Khoomei, including the
Iznakki Interplanetary Spaceport and nearby Deber City, one of the ﬁve failed “modular
cities” program conceived by Coordinator Hugai Kurita.

Mapsheets

The following tables represent the categories of terrain that can be found on the
battleﬁelds of Dieron. Players may either select a map from the appropriate table or
randomly determine which map to use, unless otherwise speciﬁed by the Track. MS =
Map Set, MSC = Map Set Compilation, BT = Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set.

OPTIONAL RULES

If all players agree, the following particular eﬀects from Tactical Operations (TO) may
be used to add speciﬁc Dieronese aspects to the battles played out.
Base Terrain Types
Gravel Piles (see p. 30, TO)
Half Levels (see p. 31, TO)
Sand (see p. 39, TO)
Sheer Cliﬀs (see p. 39, TO)

Terrain Modifications
Geyser (see p. 48, TO)
Mud (see p. 50, TO)
Roads, Dirt and Gravel (see p. 51, TO)

Weather Conditions
Light Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)
Blowing Sand (see p. 62, TO)

Terrain Conditions
Earthquake, Strength 1-3 (see p. 55, TO)
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2D6 Result

Map

2

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

3

BattleForce (MS6, MSC1)

4

Deep Canyon #2 (MS5, MSC2)

5

Large Mountain #1 (MS5, MSC2)

6

Box Canyon (MS6, MSC2)

7

Deep Canyon #1 (MS5, MSC2)

8

Large Mountain #2 (MS5, MSC2)

9

Desert Mountain #1 (MS3, MSC1)

10

Wide River (MS6, MSC2)

11

Desert Mountain #2 (MS3, MSC1)

12

River Valley (MS2, MSC1)

2D6 Result

Map

2

Mountain Lake (MS2, MSC1)

3

Military Base #1 (MS7)

4

City Street Grid/Park* #1 (MS4, MSC1)

5

Moonscape #1 (MS5, MSC1)

6

City, Residential (MS6, MSC2)

7

City, Skyscraper (MS6, MSC2)

8

City, Downtown (MS6, MSC2)

9

City, Skyscraper (MS6, MSC2)

10

Box Canyon (MS6, MSC2)

11

City, Suburbs (MS6, MSC2)

12

Military Base #2 (MS7)

2D6 Result

Map

2

Desert Sinkhole #1 (MS3, MSC1)

3

Large Lakes #1 (MS4, MSC1)

4

Wide River (MS6, MSC2)

5

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)

6

BattleTech (MS2, MSC1)

7

Desert Mountain #2 (MS3, MSC1)

8

City Ruins (MS2, MSC1)

9

Rolling Hills #1 (MS3, MSC1)

10

Desert Hills (MS2, MSC1)

11

Box Canyon (MS6, MSC2)

12

Moonscape #2 (MS5, MSC1)

2D6 Result

Map

2

Wide River (MS6, MSC2)

3

Box Canyon (MS6, MSC2)

4

Desert Sinkhole #2 (MS3, MSC1)

5

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)

6

Desert Hills (MS2, MSC1)

7

Desert Mountain #1 (MS3, MSC1)

8

Rolling Hills #2 (MS3, MSC1)

9

Mountain Lake* (MS2, MSC1)

10

Desert Sinkhole #1 (MS3, MSC1)

11

River Delta/Drainage Basin #1* (MS4, MSC1)

12

Large Mountain #2 (MS5, MSC1)

*treat all water hexes as clear terrain, with the depth indicating the sublevel of
the hex.

COMBATANTS

Beta Galaxy [Clan Ghost Bear] (October 3077)
CO: Loremaster Laurie Tseng
Average Experience: 4
RAT: Clan Ghost Bear, Clan Diamond Shark, FMWC, FMU, ATOW
Force Abilities: Under the Loremaster’s wise
command Beta gains a strategic advantage
against their opponents. The controlling player
may choose the mapsheets he is designated to
generate, rather than rolling randomly. The player
always chooses his home map edge ﬁrst and sets
up second, unless the Track rules speciﬁcally prohibit it. Beta Galaxy ignores any Forced Withdrawal
rules as long as there are Word of Blake units on the battleﬁeld.
Notes: Taking the brunt of the initial ﬁghting, Beta Galaxy managed to
force its way around a major Word of Blake blockade and occupy Olivet,
establishing a solid base of control for the rest of the Dominion invasion.
Constantly in the thick of the ﬁghting in and around Mataeo, Beta Galaxy
suﬀered tremendous losses before ﬁnally putting down the harassing
Protectorate Militias.

COMBATANTS
This section lists the combat units that had a major contribution to the
Dieron campaign during the Jihad era. Each synopsis lists the unit’s arrival
date; if there is no end date, the unit was present through the conclusion
of the ten year occupation, from February 3068 through January 3078.
The Average Experience is the unit’s average experience rating in terms of
how many veteran warriors are present in a Lance/Star/Level II formation.
When building a force from the listed combatant, each formation can
have no more than that number of veteran pilots/crews; ﬁll the rest of
the remaining unit slots by rolling randomly on the Random Experience
Rating Table in Total Warfare (see p. 273, TW) for each unit’s skills (unless
otherwise noted).
RAT shows which Random Access Tables (see p. 267, TW) to roll units
from when randomly determining a force. Abbreviations in italics are
suggestions for advanced RAT options. To build a unit (if not using a
player-deﬁned unit from a campaign), follow the Unit Generation rules
(see p. 264, TW). Keep in mind that RATs are approximate estimations of
a force’s more common units ﬁelded on the battleﬁeld.
For a more advanced game, utilizing a broader range of ’Mechs, vehicles and battle armor, players should feel free to also utilize the RATs
in Field Manual: Draconis Combine (FMDC), Field Manual: ComStar (FMCS),
Field Manual: Warden Clans (FMWC), Field Manual: Lyran Alliance (FMLA),
Field Manual: Updates (FMU), Jihad Secrets: Blake Documents (BD), Field
Manual: Mercenaries, Revised (FMM), Mercenaries Supplemental (MS1),
Mercenaries Supplemental II (MS2), Mercenaries Supplemental Update
(MSU) and A Time of War (ATOW). (Visit your local game store to purchase
these additional products, or order them directly from www.battlecorps.
com/catalog; PDFs for some products are also available.)
Unit Abilities are special game rules that apply to that unit in combat.
Keep in mind these rules are optional and all players should agree to
their use before gameplay begins. The Notes section gives in-universe
details on the unit to help give players a “feel” for the command during
the Dieron campaign.

Burr’s Black Cobras [Mercenary–Word of Blake]
(June 3068—December 3068)
CO: Colonel Richard Burr
Average Experience: 3
RAT: Word of Blake, Mercenary, FMU, MSU, BD
Force Abilities: The Black Cobras may use the
Oﬀ-Map Movement special ability (see p. 167, TO).
Also, the mercenary commander must move at
least one-third of his forces onto the map during
Turn 1 from his home edge and must thereafter
maintain at least a third of the Cobra forces on the
map. This amount is determined only at the end
of a Movement Phase in which the Cobra unit(s)
leaves the map, before weapons ﬁre, so battle attrition during that turn thereafter does not aﬀect it.
Notes: Burr’s Black Cobras arrived on Dieron
soon after the Combine’s Tenth Ghost had snuck
onto the planet. With their continued hatred of
House Kurita the Cobras fell upon the Tenth’s base of operations in Deber
City. After several days of intense combat, the Cobras only just managed to
push the Tenth Ghost out of Deber City and away from the main spaceport,
but at the cost of Colonel Richard Burr and several elements of Fang Battalion. The Cobras remained as a support unit for various Blakist operations
until they were recalled to New Home for rest and reﬁt.

Alpha Galaxy [Clan Ghost Bear] (October 3077)
CO: Khan Aletha Kabrinski
Average Experience: 5
RAT: Clan Ghost Bear, Clan Wolf, FMWC, FMU, ATOW
Force Abilities: Unparalleled in skill
among the entire Clan, Alpha Galaxy has a
+1 Initiative modiﬁer for the entire Track. Additionally, one Point from each Star may be
chosen from the RAT by the controlling player, rather than being randomly determined.
Alpha Galaxy ignores any Forced Withdrawal
rules as long as there are Word of Blake units
on the battleﬁeld.
Notes: Battered and bloodied during the
Clan’s surge through the Word of Blake Protectorate, Alpha Galaxy arrived at Dieron in
no mood to negotiate. After extensive discussion and negotiation with Gunji-no-Kanrei Minamoto, Khan Kabrinski
reluctantly allowed the Dieron Regulars to lead the assault as a matter of
honor. She refused to come to the Kuritan units’ aid, however, until properly asked—but by then, the Regulars were nearly broken and shattered.
Alpha Galaxy demolished the Word’s forces with the same cold fury seen
elsewhere, taking no prisoners and shooting every Blakist on sight, but
at a huge cost; the Galaxy suﬀered over sixty percent casualties in the
Dieron assault.

8th Dieron Regulars [Draconis Combine] (October 3077)
CO: Tai-sa Jerry Simms
Average Experience: 2
RAT: House Kurita, FMDC, FMU, ATOW
Force Abilities: The Eighth receives a +1
Initiative bonus during night operations.
Additionally, unit members receive +1 To-hit
modifiers instead of the standard +2 night
combat To-hit modiﬁer.
Notes: The Eighth Dieron was given the
honor of being one of only two Combine
units to join the Ghost Bear assault. As the
spearhead the Eighth received grievous damage upon landing near San
Martín as its DropShips came under constant ﬁre from anti-aerospace
and artillery positions near the Word of Blake Second Division’s headquarters. Steadfastly refusing advice from his commanders, Tai-sa Simms
pushed forward toward the heart of Fortress Dieron where the Eighth
was taken apart as it breached the facility’s main defenses. The shattered
Eighth managed to keep the door open long enough for Alpha Galaxy to
swarm inside, earning the respect of the Khan and her warriors.
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TRACKS

DEADLY RAIN
SITUATION
Mystic Metals Mine Site #59B
Dieron, Draconis Combine
4 February 3068
Trapped within the tight conﬁnes of his Tessen, Adept Mykal St. Clair gripped his seat harness with both hands, ﬁngers aching from
the tension. Unable to see anything but the smooth black shell of the ’Mech cocoon outside his cockpit glass, he kept his eyes ﬁrmly
locked on his control board, waiting for the green “all clear” lamp to light. By then, the Tessen would be screaming its way down toward
the badlands below and Mykal would have his second combat drop under his belt.
As long as he landed the Tessen on both feet this time, he’d count it a success.
The BattleMech lurched, Mykal’s stomach shot up his throat, and the lamp went green…
GAME SETUP
Recommended Terrain: Mountains, Badlands
Place 1D6+2 two-hex Medium Level 1 Buildings across the battleﬁeld; there must be at least four hexes between each building.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Eighth Division, Hannibal’s Hermits
Eighth Division units enter the battle using the Combat Drop
rules (see p. 22, SO) on Turn 1. The Hermits’ units enter the battleﬁeld from one edge that is not the Attacker’s designated edge; they
must enter the map using Running/Flank or Jumping movement.
Secretly designate one unit as the commander of the Attacking
force; this unit is of Veteran skill level.
Defender
Recommended Forces: Third Dieron Regulars
The Third Dieron’s force size should be at least 150% of the Attacker’s total force. Place the Defender’s units anywhere on the
battleﬁeld. If units are placed in buildings, the units must begin
Prone (if a BattleMech) or Hull Down (if a vehicle). Designate two
edges as the Third’s home edge for withdrawal purposes. Secretly
designate one unit as the commander of the Defending force; this
unit is of Veteran skill level.
WARCHEST
Track Cost: 500
Optional Bonuses
+200 Airstrikes: Both sides are able to call upon limited air
support; an air strike may be declared in any End Phase after Turn
3. Declared air strikes occur one turn after called. [Example: An air
strike is called by the Attacker in the End Phase of Turn 5; the strike
occurs in Turn 7.] Both sides may call for one strike; the Attacker
receives three seventy-ton ﬁghters with full bomb complements,
the Defender receives two sixty-ton ﬁghters and are only capable
of Straﬁng (see p. 243, TW).

+200 Heavy Rain: The Heavy Rainfall rules (see p. 55, TO) are in
eﬀect, starting at the beginning of Turn 3.
OBJECTIVES
1. Clear the Way. Cripple/Destroy at least half of the opposing
force. [Reward: 300]
2. Clear the Zone. [Attacker only] Destroy all buildings on the
map. [Reward: 100]
3. Cap the Commander. [Defender only] Destroy the commander’s unit. [Reward: 100]
SPECIAL RULES
The following rules are in effect for this track:
Forced Withdrawal
The Defender is operating under the Forced Withdrawal rules
(see p. 258, TW).
AFTERMATH
The initial landings of the Eighth Division at a few scattered
mining sites were less than successful.The Blakists found themselves outnumbered as they tried to establish safe landing zones
for the bulk of the incoming Divisional forces, necessitating some
ad hoc urban renewal. Finding the Third Dieron Regulars more
scattered than initially believed, the Word concentrated on eliminating the Eridani Light Horse’s base on the outskirts of Fortress
Dieron before turning their sights on the Third Dieron. The bulk
of the Third was destroyed by judicious use of tactical and strategic nuclear weapons as the DCMS gathered on Voltenna, possibly
in preparation for a reactionary strike to retake Fortress Dieron.
With the majority of the Third destroyed, the Blakists began landing on Dieron with impunity.
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